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Abstract 

Peer processes distributed in various types of networks are autonomically cooperating to achieve some objec-
tives. We discuss a group communication protocol named HCG (heterogeneous c10ck group) protocol. Message 
are causally deJivered by using synchronization mechanism like c10cks in a group. Here， a group is composed of 
subgroups which are interconnected with the Intemet and processes in each subgroup are interconnected with local 
and personal area network. Processes in subgroups use physical and linear clocks while processes in the lntemet 
use vector c1ock. Messages are ordered by its own mechanism in each group. We discuss how to causally deliver 
messages by using local synchronization mechanisms of subgroups. We evaluate the HCG protocol in terms of 
number of messages ordered. 

異種時計を用いたグループ通信プロトコル
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現在の情報システムは、複数の計算機がPAN.LAN. WANなどの複数のネットワークにより相互接続さ
れた分散システムとなっている。各計算機上に分散された複数のプロセスはグループを構成し、グループ
内のプロセスが互いにメッセージを交換し協調動作を行う。このようなグループ内のプロセス間の通信プ
ロトコルでは、メッセージを因果順序に配送する必要がある。メッセージの因果順序配送を保証する手法と
して、ベクタ時刻、線形時刻という論理時問、または、各計算機の物理時間を用いた同期手法が提案され
ている。多数のプロセスから成る大規模なグループでは、ベクタ時刻の処理と通信の負荷が大きく、大規
模グループ内のコンビュータ問では物理時計を同期させることが困難である。本論文では、大規棋グルー
プを構成するネットワーク範囲ごとに最適な論理・物理時間を適用し、メッセージの因果順序配送を行う
方法を提案する。

1. Introduction 

Distributed systems are composed of multiple pro-
cesses interconnected with networks. Peer processes 
are cooperating tO achieve some objectives by ex-
changing messages with each other in peer-to・peer
(P2P) systems [11]. A grorψis a collection of coop-
erating peer processes. Messages have to be causally 
delivered to processes in a group [6，10]. There are dis-
cussions on group protocols [2， 14]， where messages 
are causally delivered by using the vector c10ck [8]. ln 
P2P appJications， a large number of processes have to 
be cooperating. The paper [4] discusses a hierarchi-
cally structured group where processes are intercon-
nected in a loop network and loops are also intercon-
nected in a loop. Messages are transmitted in a token 
passing mechanism. In the paper [1]， the hierarchi-
cal daisy architecture is discussed. A group is com-
posed of logical gror伊'swhich provide causal delivery 
of messages by a causal server in presence of pro-
cesses faults. AlI causal servers are also members of 
causal servers group. 

Processes are communicating with each other in 
various types of networks 1ike personal area network 
(PAN) [13]， local area network (LAN) [12]， and wide-
area network [12]. In a personal area network， pro・

cesses in last ten S meters are interconnected with 
wireless communication channels [3] [7]. ln order 
to synchronize processes in a group， types of c10cks 
like logical c10cks [6， 8] and physical c10cks are used. 
Some mechanisms to synchronize physical c10cks in 
multiple processes are discussed Iike radio and GPS 
c10cks [15] with NTP (Network Time Protocol) [9]. 
Clock synchronization in a one-hop ad hoc network is 
also discussed [5]. Messages are stamped with phys・
ical time when transmitted. Messages are total1y or-
dered in their time-stamps. Since the message length 
is 0(1)， it is easy to desi伊 andimplement algorithms 
for synchronizing processes. However， these algo-
rithms are not app1icable for a wide-area network due 
to long delay time among processes and every pro-
cess cannot use a precise physical c1ock. In the 1in-
ear c1ock， message length is O( 1) as well as physical 
clock. The vector c10ck [8] can be used to causally or-
der only and al1 messages to be causal1y ordered but 
message length is O(n) for total number n of pro 
c印es岱se白sin a grOUp. The computation and communi-
cation overheads are too large to realize a large-scale 
group. In this pape巳wediscuss a structured group 
which is composed of subgroups， each of which takes 
usage of its own type of c10ck to synchronize local 
processes in order to rea1ize scalable grOUp commu-
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nication. Thus， a heterogeneous group is composed 
of subgroups with di首erenttypes of clocks. In this 

paper， we consider a system where a collection of pro-

cesses are interconnected in a local network， i.e. local 
and personal area network， and the local networks are 
interconnected in a wide-area network. In a local net-
work， processes are synchronized by using physical 
and linear clocks. In a wide-area network， processes 
are synchronized by using vector clocks. Even mes-

sages not to be causally ordered are ordered in physi-
cal and linear clocks. In addition， even if messages are 
10cally causaHy ordered in a local subgroup， the mes-
sages may be globally causally concurrent in a group. 
In曲ispape巳wereduce the number of messages to be 
unnecessarily ordered in a structured， heterogeneous 
group. 

In section 2， we present a system model. In section 
3， we discuss how to causaHy order messages in a hi-
erarchical group. In section 4， we evaluate the HCG 
protocol in terms of the number of messages ordered 
compared with vector clock and linear clock proto・
cols. 

2 System Model 

A group means a collection of peer processes 
Pb…，Pn which are cooperating by exchanging mes-
sages in networks. Processes in a group have to be 
synchronized to do cooperation. For example， mes-
sages are causally delivered to destination processes 
in a group. A large-scale group means a group which 
is composed of a large number of processes， i.e. hun-
dreds to thousands processes. A heterogeneous group 
is one where processes use different types of clocks 
like physical and linear clocks. 

Each computer is equipped with a physical clock. 

Howeve巳everypair of physical clocks (RT) in differ-
ent computers do not always show same time. Each 
computer hぉ tosynchronize its physical clock with 
the other computers in order to do the cooperation. 
Radio and GPS clocks [15] are now easily avail-

able for computers but can be only supported in time 
servers due to large cost. The accuracy of synchro-
nization by radio and GPS clocks is about 100 [msec] 
and 1 [μsec]，問spectively.NTP (Network Time Proto-
col) [9] with time servers is used to synchronize physi・

cal clocks. Processes communicate with a time server 
to obtain the cuπent time. It takes time to exchange 
messages with the time server. If processes in a sub-
group communicate with a time server in the Internet， 
the accuracy is about several hundreds [msec]. Ifdelay 
time is longer and variant， the process cannot obtain 
correct current time. In a wide-area network， the de-
lay time is about one hundred times longer than a local 
network. Here， it is difficult to synchronize physical 
c10cks of processes at higher accuracy. 

Iinear clock 
veclor c/ock physical clock 

Gj Go Gj 

Figure 1. Structured group. 

In Iinear c10ck (LT) [6]， each process Pi manipu-
lates a variable T. Each time Pi sends a message m， 
T := T + 1 and then m ca凶esm.T (= T). On問・

ceipt of a message m， T := max(m.T， T). Here， a 
message m} causally precedes another message m2 
onlyifm}.Tく m2.T.

In vector c/ock (VT) [8]， each process Pi manipu-
lates a vector (九…，Tn) for number n of processes， 
where each element 勾isinitial 0 (j = 1，…，n). Each 
time a process Pi sends a message m， the ith ele-
ment Ti is incremented by one， i.e. 1i := Ti + 1 

(i = 1，…，n).百len，the message m carries the vec-
tor T of the sender process Pi as m.T(= (m.Tl， •日….日.
m.Tnω.}). On receipt of a message m from a pro-

cess Pk， a process Pi manipulates the vector T as 
九:=max(九，m.九)(k = 1，…， n， k =F j). He問，
a message m} causally precedes another message m2 
(ml→ mu  if and only if (iff) m}.Tく m2.T.m} 
is c，ω'Qlω，ω'sal，砂{かyc，ωoncωun陀管抑ntwith m2 (m} 11 m均ω2)neither 
m}ト.T<三;m2 
length i恒sO(n) i加nthe vector c1ock， it is not easy to use 
the vector c10ck for a large group. 

A hierarchical group G is composed of subgroups 

Go， GI，…，Gk・ Eachsubgroup Gi adopts some 
type of clock c/ock(Gi)ε{R円realtime)， LT(linear 

c/ock)， VT(vector c/ock>} (i = 1，…， k)・Apair ofdiι 
ferent subgroups Gi and Gj may use di町erenttypes 
of c1ocks. For example， real time supported by phys-
ical clock is used to causally order messages in a 10-
cal network like PAN and LAN since the delay time 
is shorter， I.e. one millisecond [msec]. A logical 
clock Iike vector clock is used in a wide-area network 
where delay time is about one hundred [msec]， one 
hundred times longer than local network. Subgroups 
with physical， linear， and vector clocks are referred to 
as R:r， LT， and VT subgroups， respectively. 

Suppose there are a pair of subgroups Gi and Gj 
in each of which processes are interconnected in a 

local network. Gateway processes PiO and PjO of 
the subgroups Gi and Gj are interconnected with a 
wide-area network and a group GO composed of gate-
ways is refeπ'ed to as global [Figure 1]. Here， in the 
local subgroups Gi and Gj， R:r and LT are used. 
Each message m is assigned with time-stamps m.R:r 
and m.LT showing “local real time" and “local Iin-
ear time" when the message m is sent in a subgroup. 
Processes in the subgroups deliver messages in time-
stamp order. On the other hand， the vector clock is 
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in a group G. 

3.2 Scalable causality 

Global ~ F__内，、
S山 group lめり O四:nHn) Supposeaprocesspia in alocal subgroupGt sends 

~了、---ニコ，/ a ]oca] message m with a pair of LT and RT time-
Partially ordered ー~

Totally ordered --------". ------- Totally ordered stamps m.LT and m.RT. It is noted that a pair of 

Figure 2. Ordering of messages. 

used to exchange messages among gateway processes 

in the g]oba] subgroup. Here， each element VTi in the 

vector c10ck (VT11…， VTk) shows logical time of a 

local subgroup Gi (i = 1，…I k). When a gateway of 

Gi sends a message m in a global subgroup Go， VTi 

is incremented by one and then the message m caπies 

the vector c10ck VT. 

3 Scalable Causality in Heterogeneous 
Group 

3.1 Structured group 

Suppose a group G is composed of a global VT 

subgroup GO and multip]e local LT/RT subgroups Gl， 
…， G k (k ;::: 2). Each local subgroup Gi is composed 

of a gateway process PiO and normal processes Pil ，…， 
Pili (li 三1)(i = 1，…I k). A gateway process PiO 
communicates with gateway processes of other sub-
groups. A g]oba] subgroup GO is composed of gate-

way processes. We make following assumptions: 

1. Processes in each local subgroup Gi are intercon・

nected with a ]ocal network like LAN and PAN 

(i = 1，…， k). 
2. Gateway processes in a global subgroup GO are 

interconnected with a wide-area network (WAN). 

In each local subgroup Gu every process uses a 

pair of c1ocks， physica] (Rηand ]inear (Lηc10cks to 
synchronize message communication since delay time 

between every pair of processes is so short that vari-

ance among physical c10cks in different processes can 
be neglected. Messages transmitted in a globa] sub-

group are referred to as global whi1e messages in 10・

cal subgroups are local. Global messages are causally 

ordered in the vector c10ck whi1e local messages are 

totally ordered in each local subgroup [Figure 2]. 

Suppose a pair of messages ml and m2 are trans-

mitted in a local subgroup Gi. Here， ml locally 
causally precedes m2 in Gi (ml→i m2) iff a sending 
event ofml happens bφre [6] m2 in Gi. Next， sup-
pose a pair ofmessages ml and m2 are transmitted in 

different local subgroups Gi and Gj， respective]y. ml 

globally causa/'かprecedesm2 (ml→ m2) iff a send-

ing event Ofml happens before a sending event ofm2 

]oca] messages ml and m2 in a ]ocal subgroup Gi 
may be causa11y concurrent even if ml.LTヂm2.LT

or ml.RT =F m2.RT as presented in the preceding 
subsection. On receipt of a message m， the gateway 
process PiO in Gi forwards m to other gateway pro-

cesses in the global subgroup Go. Here， the message 
m is assigned with the vector c10ck which is shown by 
m. VT. Next， a gateway process PjO in a ]oca] sub-

group G j receives the message m. The gateway pro-

cess PjO forwards the message m to ]oca] processes in 

Gj. Here， the message m is time-stamped with m.LT 

showing ]oca] time when PjO sends m in the ]ocal sub-

group Gj・Localtime means linear time (Lηand rea] 

time (Rη. Fina11y， a process Pjt in a local subgroup 
G j receives a message ml which is sent by a process 

Pis in the ]ocal subgroup Gi. De]ay time between local 

subgroups Gi and Gj is so long that physical c10cks 
in different ]ocal subgroups cannot be synchronized at 

high accuracy. Since RT time-stamp of message sent 

合omanother ]ocal subgroup is not reliable， messages 
are ordered by LTtime-stamps in a ]oca] subgroup Gj・

Suppose a gateway process PjO sends a message 

ml and a process Pju sends a message m2 in a sub-

group Gj・Letml.T show local time when the gate-

way process PjO sends a local message ml in the 
local subgroup G j， i.e. RT or LT. Here， m2 10・

cally causally precedes ml (m2 --+j ml) in Gj since 

m2.Tく ml.T.However， the source process Pis does 
not send the message m 1 after receiving the message 

m2・Hence，ml and m2 are causally concurrent in a 

group G (mlllm2) even if m2→ ml inthesubgroup 

Gj・Agateway process PjO receives a message m仕om

another gateway process Pω. 

Let Cik (t) be a physical clock of a loca] process like 

Pik at UTC time t. Assume every pair of c10cks Cis and 
Cju show the same time， i.e Icis{t) -Cju(t)1壬T for 
each UTC time t where T is the maximum a11owab]e 

difference. If each process knows maximum a11owab]e 

difference T， loca] processes can deliver messages by 
using their time-stamps. 

lt is straightforward for the fo11owing theo問 mto 

hold from the definitions: 

(Theorem) Let ml and m2 be messages in a ]0・
cal subgroup Gi. ml g]ob~lly causally precedes m2 

(ml→ m2) only ifml.T < m2.T.ロ
As pointed out here， a pair of local messages ml 

and m2 are tota11y ordered by using th 
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Figure 3. Causal precedency. 

ml and m2 are sent out to other local subgroups in 
a global subgroup Go of gateway processes， a pair of 

global messages ml and m2 are ordered as well， i.e. 
ml.VTく m2.VTif ml.LT < m2.LT. A vector 

c10ck VT is in a fonn (VT1，…， VTk) where each el-
ement VTi shows logical time of a gateway process 

PiO ofa local subgroup Gi (i = 1，…， k). Each time a 
gateway process PiO sends a global message， the ith el-
ement V1i in the vector VT is incremented by one in-
dependent1y of which local process sends the message 

in the local subgroup Gi. Hence， ml.VT < m2.VT 
ifand only if(iffl ml.LTく m2.LT.

Each gateway process PiO in a local subgroup G i 

has a local message log LM  Li where global and local 

messages which PiO has received and sent are stored. 

The vector c10ck VT = (V九…，V九)is manipu-
lated in a gateway process PiO of a local subgroup Gi 
(i = 1，…， k) as follows: 

• On receipt of a local message m， m. VTi := 

m'. VTi + 1 where m' is a message whose time-

stamp VTi is the largest in the local message log 

Llvl Li・

(Theorem) Let ml and m2 be messages sent in a local 

subgroup Gi. ml causally precedes m2 (ml→ m2) 

only if ml. VTiく m2.VTi.ロ

3.3 Causality with physical c10ck 

In Figures 4 and 5， a gateway process PjO receives a 
message m 1. After sending a message m 1 to a process 

in a local subgroup G j， the gateway process PjO re-
ceives a message m2. Here， m2.VTj := ml・VTj+ 1. 
Suppose a gateway process PjO receives a global mes-

sage ml and forwards ml to processes in a local sub-
groupGj・Aspresented before， each local message m 

in a subgroup Gi carries R:T time-stamp (real time) 
m.R:T and LT time-stamp (linear time) m.LT. The 

gateway process PjO assigns the message m with its 
physical time m.R:T and Iinear time m.LT. Then， the 
gateway PjO forwards the message ml to local pro-

cesses in the subgroup G j・Then，suppose the gateway 
process PjO receives a local message m2合oma local 

process Pjs・Letdj be the minimum delay time in a 
subgroup Gj. Let Ts be time when a message ml is 

sent and Tr be time when a message m2 is received. 

If Tr -Ts > 2dj， the process Pjs might send m2 

after receiving ml， i.e. ml causally precedes m2部

shown in Figure 4. Hence， m2. VTj > ml. VTj. On 
the other hands， ifTr -Ts三2dj，it is sure the pro-
cess Pjs sends m2 before receiving ml. That is， ml 
and m2 are causally concurrent as shown in Figure 5. 

Here， m2.VTj = ml.VTj. 

G。 Gj 

Pio 丹'0 Pjll 丹s

ml.GT=<I，O> 

<2，2> 
m~GT::::<I ，2> 

time 

<>: VT 

Figure 4. Causality with physical clock. 

G。 Gj 

PiO 月。丹u 丹s

time 
<>: VT 

Figure 5. Causality with physical clock. 

3.4 Local causality 

Suppose that a pair of processes Pjl and Pj2 send 
a message m 1 at local time Cj 1 (t 1) and a message 

m2 at Cj2(t2) to a process Pj3， respectively. Here， 
ml.RT = Cjl(tt} and m2・RT= Cj2(t2). We as-
sume ICjk(t)一Cjl(t)1 三 Tfor every pair of pro-

cesses Pjk and Pjl and UTC time t， i.e. every physical 
c10ck is synchronized with the other physical c10cks 
in a locaI subgroup. The common destination pro-

cess Pj3 of messages ml and m2 perceives that any-
one of ml and m2 is never sent after the other one 

is received， i.e. neither ml→ m2 norm2→ ml if 

Iml・R:T-m2.RTI三2T.Otherwise， the process Pj3 
perceives that one of ml might causally precede the 

other message. 

(Theorem) Let ml and m2 be messages sent in a local 

subgroup Gj・mlcausally precedes m2 (ml→ mu  
if 
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1. m2.RT > ml.RT and m2.LT > m}.LT if 
1m2・RT-ml.RTI > 21'. 

2. m2.LT> ml.LT if Im2.RT -ml.RTI三21'.

Otherwise， m} and m2 are causally concurrent.口

PjJ Pj! PjJ Pj.f 

1tab 

1tbc 

π'cd 

π'de 

lime 

<>:LT 

Figure 6. Order in local subgroup. 

Let us consider Figure 6 where messages α， b， c， 
d， and e are exchanged among four processes Pj}，・，
Pj4 in a local subgroup G j. Here，α.RT shows time 
when a process Pj2 sends a message α. Let 7rxy be 
Ix.RT -y.RTI for every pair of messages x and y. 
If 21' <παb， a process can the deliver the messages 
αand b using RT time-stamp and LT time-stamp. If 
21' ~ 7r ab， a process can order the messages αand b 
by using only LT time-stamp. In Figure 6， if 7rbc三
21' and πde ~ 21'， a pair of the messages b and c are 
ordered by b.LT and c.LT. Since b.LT < c.LT， the 
message b causally precedes the message c (b→ c). 

Here， c.LT > d.LT. Hence， messages c and d are 
causally concurrent， although 7rcd > 21' and c.RT < 
d.RT. 

4 Evaluation 

We evaluate the HCG (heterogeneous clock group) 
protocol. We measure how many messages are 
causally ordered with each other in a local subgroup 
by three protocols， HCG， Iinear c10ck (LT)， and vec-
tor c10ck (VT) protocols. If a message ml causally 

precedes another message m2 (m 1→ m2) or m2→ 

m.， the messages ml and m2 are refe町edto as 
causally ordered. Suppose a gateway process PjO re-
ceives a message m2 after receiving a message ml as 
shown in Figure 7. Here， we assume that each pro-
cess sends a message every入timeunits to destination 
processes which are randomly selected. We assume 
every physical c10ck in a local subgroup is perfectly 
synchronized (1' = 0). 

In the evaluation， a local subgroup G j includes one 
gateway process PjO and three local processes Pjs， Pjt， 
and Pju [Figure 7].百四 HCG， LT， and VT protocols 
are implemented in these four processes. We mea-
sure the number of messages ordered in the local sub-
group G j by the HCG， VT， and LT protocols. Figure 

8 shows the ratio[%] of the number of messages or-
dered to the total number of messages in the HCG， 
LT， and VT protocols for inter-transmission timeλ 
Figure 8 shows 15% to 20% of messages ordered are 
reduced in the HCG protocol than the Iinear time (Lη 
protocol. On the other hand， about two times more 
number of messages are ordered in the HCG protocol 
than the VT protocol. Messages ordered in the VT 
protocol are ones to be causally ordered. In the HCG 
protocol， about 35% ofmessages are unnecessarily or-
dered. However， message length is O(n) for number 
n ofprocesses in the VT protocol while 0(1) for the 
HCG protocol. The VT protocol cannot be adopted 
for large-scale groups due to the complete O(n). 

Go:Global 

subgroup 

PiO_ PjO 

Gj:Local 

subgroup 

fJjU P;t 

time 

Figure 7. Evaluation model. 
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Figure 8. Ratio of causally ordered mes-
sages. 

5 Concluding Remarks 

In distributed applications， a large number of peer 
processes distributed in various types of networks are 
cooperating. In this pape巳weproposed a hierarchi-
cally structured group where local subgroups are inter-
connected with the Intemet and local processes are in-
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terconnected in local and personal area networks. can 

Each subgroup takes usage of its own c10ck synchro-
nization mechanism. We discussed how to causally 

order messages exchanged among subgroups with diι 

ferent c1ocks， i.e. vector， and Iinear， and physical 
c1ock. If messages are ordered according to the local 
ordering mechanism in each subgroup， some message 
ml precedes another message m2 in one subgroup 

even if ml and m2 are causally concurrent in a global 

group. In this paper， we discussed how to prevent 

from unnecessary ordering of messages. We showed 

the number of messages unnecessarily ordered can be 

decreased in our protocol named HCG protocol than 

the traditionallinear time and real time protocols. 
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